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DOER, THINKER AND DANCE FAN PRODUCING & SUPPORTING
DIVERSE PRACTICES IN DANCE & PERFORMANCE

ABOUT
Kat works independently in the UK within the cultural sector, harnessing 20 years’ experience within
dance, performance, participatory arts, festival curation and cultural leadership.

A passion for equality, everyday creativity and collaboration has been best defined by Kat’s Artistic

Direction at Greenwich Dance, London, which showcased her insightful and imaginative approach for
organisational development and creative producing.

Kat works alongside artists, organisations and peers, proposing a positive and ethical approach which
offers a fresh perspective, affirmation, a healthy challenge, support, advocacy, clarity and industry
connections.

She is currently collaborating with artists Amy Bell, Janine Harrington, Julie Cunningham & Company,
Theo Clinkard and Rachael Young focusing on sustainability, strategic planning, project design and

partnership building to complement project producing and tour booking. Kat often works alongside
fellow producer Lydia Wharf, experimenting with a new model for supporting artists.

Kat is particularly engaged in how each artist is making different communities and/or practices in the
arts visible and finding ways to develop their work outside of expected routes. Kat seeks to support a
diversity of identity, practice and art making.

WORK FOR TOUR
Amy Bell
Witty solo work positively opening conversations about gender and queerness.
- The Forecast - Solo dance work for theatre spaces prompted by the shifting landscape of the gendered body
- TOMBO(Y)LA - a drop-in durational installation starting conversations with a dancer dancing in conversation with
their gender
Janine Harrington
Poetic, captivating experiences that are playful, rigorous and accessible.
- Screensaver Series part 1 - (live installation, 5-6 people) for studio, gallery, indoor public spaces
- Screensaver Series part 2 - (video installation available, digital version in development)
- STACK - (5 people) for public spaces/gallery or similar
- The Performing Book - (5+ people or re-made with local dancers) for public spaces, especially pedestrian bridge
- The Human Clock - (1 person + local participants), ongoing installation in/outdoors
- SOME TIMES - (from Autumn 2020, 6-7 people) studio theatre
- Satelliser: A Dance for the Gallery - (number depending on space) for gallery
Julie Cunningham & Company
Award-winning performer exploring an interest in identity and gender
- To Be Me - (30 mins) all female quartet to soundtrack of Kate Tempest poetry
- m/e - (25 mins) a new solo created & performed by Julie
- m/y - (34 mins) all female work for 6 dancers commissioned by Sadler’s Wells, London inspired by writings by
Monique Wittig ‘The Lesbian Body’
Theo Clinkard
Celebrated UK maker, teacher, performer championing empathetic performance
- The Elsewhen Series - A set of duet scores for galleries, museums and non-theatre spaces, created and
performed with Leah Marojevi´c
- The Century Project (working title) - A new group work that will be made in 2020, relayed every 5 years and will
premiere in 2021
Rachael Young
Bold interdisciplinary performance foregrounding intersectional queer experience
- NIGHTCLUBBING – (60 mins) a fiercely political tribute to the cult of Grace Jones, unleashing the power of the
‘Front Woman’
- OUT - (55 mins) performed by Rachael and Malik Nashad Sharpe combines live art practice with elements of
Dancehall and Voguing, in a defiant challenge to homophobia and transphobia

